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This part of the screen/slide are the so-called speaker notes

Viewing instructions: please see actual slide
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In this presentation, we are assuming that we are a financial institution using BASE24 classic - and that we have no 
plans to change that in the next few years. ((Side note: we might be looking at other options but we are aware that 
fully migrating off BASE24 is a multi-year project))

That leaves us with a stable, yet old, unsecure and not-agile system. The word map above shows technologies and 
components which are deeply entrenched into BASE24. All of the technologies are decades old and are *not* what 
today is called ‘agile’.
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Here are a few trends which are shaking up the financial industry (and others!)
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This is what IBM is offering when it comes to modernizing “mainframe legacy applications”. Please note how they 
have managed to integrate the mainframe into modern worlds but (1) running Linux partitions right on the 
mainframe and (2) by providing “gateways” or “adaptors” running in this Linux component which enable the legacy 
applications to take part in modernization initiatives.

Compare this with the way HP NonStop systems are typically NOT integrated into the Enterprise, more on this later
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Simply put, we don’t have the tools for the job. Assume your NonStop BASE24 system is supposed to be integrated 
in a new mobile app your business is developing:
- implement new functionality in TAL?  Not really an option
- How to provide a SOAP (or JSON/REST) wrapper around a ‘service’ provided by green screens?
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Using modern tools is the answer – we’ll look in more details next
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A rock-solid and proven application to process POS and ATM transaction. Looks good from a high level – but how 
correct is this picture?
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As we typically run BASE24 classic very much in legacy mode, this is how it looks like from the C-level and business folks 
perspective.

Let us not kid ourselves though – BASE24 is *not* integrated well into the Enterprise – also it severely lacks in certain areas of 
compliance. That puts the application (and platform!) in danger of being replaced by something new.

Also, even if there are plans for replacement they typically involve a rather long schedule – can you afford to wait that long 
given all the aforementioned business drivers?

The good news: as we’ll see, BASE24 (and other ‘legacy’ NonStop applications) can easily be
• SOA-enabled for better integrations
• secured for better PCI compliance

 But typically they are NOT
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Further good news: typically the changes can be done with very little or even NO source code changes
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Here the business process is to add an ATM to a BASE24 system. The current process typically involves entering the 
relevant data (description, IP address, ATM details) into a “green screen” user interface. That process is (1) manual 
and laborious and (2) error prone.
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In a SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) approach, the BASE24 system is presenting a service “Add ATM” (and 
“INFO ATM <name>) to the integration layer. That service is then invoked from existing business 
application/processes. The business benefits are:
- Streamlined operation
- “Live” view of all ATMs available for other applicatinos
- Reduction of manual, error-prone work
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This presentation is not very technical by design – hence this slide only provides a short description of the 
technologies involved.
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(This example is taken from the UK, other geographies might not have this requirement).

Today, customers in branch offices authenticate themselves via either a passport or a signature. In this example, 
the business wants to authenticate bank customers in the branch using their debit card and Chip and PIN 
technology. This is both easier for the end user as well as more convenient (no need to carry a passport or ID 
document) and more secure.

Many BASE24 classic implementations already have Chip&PIN technology built-in, but not available as a service on 
BASE24.
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Here the technology involved is a bit more complex. But do not let this picture confuse you – interaction between multiple business applications of this complexity is perfectly 
normal in modern IT environments. Here is a bit detail on how this would work:

BASE24 can provide a service via the integration layer to authenticate the card (typically by converting it into a balance enquiry request at the integration layer). Pass or Fail is 
returned to the requestor of the service

The implementation would be roughly as follows: 
• A ew “Authenticate with debit card” Application (let’s call it AWDCA) at branch is developed from scratch 
• AWDCA has to be connected to the PeD ( PIN Encryption Device) via an internal network
• The AWDCA starts a transaction at the PeD (step 1)
• The customer swipes card, device does Offline PIN check. The PeD does *not* use offline PIN verification but creates request for transaction
• Step 2: the PeD transaction can be any transaction code which is sent to the FEP layer at the bank which forwards it to the comforte service wrapper for BASE24 (step 3). The 

wrapper generates a BASE24 ISO Balance Inquiry request
• (still step 3, see next slide): the Integration layers sends request to CSL
• (still step 3, see next slide): CSL product receives WSDL and converts it into format readable by BASE24
• (still step 3, see next slide): CSL sends request into BASE24 and receives response
• (still step 3, see next slide): BASE24 sees normal balancy inquiry and treats it as coming from an ATM – doing Chip/EMV authorization as side effect
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• (Step 4): Response is translated into “success” or “fail with error message” (balance inquiry result is tossed) and returned to AWDC
• The bank teller would simply use the new AWDCA and could now happily authenticate its customers.
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Note the similarity to slide #16
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The last example is not about new business requirements but about being compliant with the PCI framework.

Out-of-the box, BASE24 classic can NOT comply with PCI 3.4, also BASE24 can NOT encrypt TCP/IP connections 
between XPNET and ATMs or POS devices.
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Greg Swedosh gave a good presentation about compliance at the NonStop technical Bootcamp 2014 – see 
http://www.slideshare.net/thomasburg/you-may-be-compliant-but-are-you-really-secure
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The following two comForte products improve compliance and security for BASE24 classic – again without any 
source code changes:
• SecurData for protection of data at rest (PCI 3.4)
• SecurLib/SSL-AT for encryption of ATM or POS traffic
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We talked about how proper tools can help to move from an isolated, legacy BASE24 system to a service-enabled, 
modern and secure BASE24 system – without requiring any source code changes
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To keep BASE24/the NonStop relevant …

…It is about the business case!
… and about the application (BASE24 classic) and platform (HP NonStop) being perceived as flexible
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Any questions please use http://comforte.com/company/contactform/
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